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1.1. 

What is 

Spirituality?



Creed
•A set of beliefs that adherents are expected to 

assent to, including scriptures and traditions.

Code
• A set of rules and practices that adherents 

follow in their moral life.

Cult
• A set of rituals used in worship and life-

cycle, used individually and communally 

Community
A set of rituals used in worship and life-cycle, 

used individually and communally 
I am Rafiki!



Religiosity

The thoughts, feelings, and behaviour
of individuals in response to the 
creed, code, cult, and community of 
religion.

See: Allport, G. (1950). The 
individual and his religion.
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Religion and Spirituality
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Selvam, S.G. (2013). Towards religious spirituality: A multidimensional matrix of religion 

and spirituality. Journal for the Study of Religions and Ideologies, 12(36), 129-152.







1.2. 

What is Wellbeing?



11

Models of 
Wellbeing



2.
Spirituality & Wellbeing
in the context of COVID-19



Before COVID-19…

ME World



DURING COVID-19…

ME World?



What can I do in this situation
using my tools from religious-spirituality
in order to enjoy wellbeing
as an immediate response and as a habit?



Schema

Crisis Event/
Adverse 

event

Rumination

No Change of Schema
(Fight the event!)

Assimilation or 
Accommodation

Integration of Schema

Post-traumatic 
Stress Disorder

Coping & Resilience Hope
Wisdom

1



2



People are Happy/Creative/Energetic…

if they have a clear purpose in life,

and if this purpose is focused on others

See: William, D. (2008). 
The Path to Purpose.





Religious-Spirituality and Purpose

• “Every religious 
tradition advances 
the notion that the 
closer we come to 
God’s purpose for us, 
the more satisfied 
we shall become in 
our daily lives.”  

(Damon, The Path to Purpose, 

44-45.)



Make a 
Personal 
Mission 
Statement



It is possible to find alternatives…

I am 

here

I want 

to get 

there

COVID-19



Contemplative 
Practice
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What is 

Mindfulness? 

“Mindfulness means 

paying attention in a 

particular way;

On purpose,

in the present 

moment, and

nonjudgmentally.”

Jon Kabat-Zinn

(1994, p.4) 



What is 

Contemplation? 

Just being there 

in the presence of 

God with your 

heart.



Three Movements in Prayer

From problem 
Focused

• To God-
Centred

From Words

• To 
Silence

From Head

• To the 
Heart



What does contemplation achieve?

ME World

Stimulus

Considered 
Response
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Human Brain: Three Brains in One



Major Parts of the Brain

Prefrontal 
Cortex



What does contemplation achieve?

ME World
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Contemplative practice 

improves Personal Growth 

Initiative:

Four sub-dimensions of PGI:

• Planfulness: Intentions and actions related to 

planning for personal change.

• Readiness for Change: Aspects of 

preparedness for making specific changes in 

one’s self.

• Using Resources: Obtaining assistance from 

resources outside one’s self.

• Intentional Behavior: Intentional action aimed 

at producing personal growth.



Personal Growth Initiative
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The variation in the scores of PGIS for within subjects was significant, F (1, 

31) = 5.940, p=.004. And the interaction between the two intervention 

conditions was also significant, F (2, 31) = 3.451, p= .038. 



Cultivate virtues – even in Isolation

Forgiveness

Gratitude

Compassion
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Lack of Character Strengths
Predict Addiction

N = 504



Contemplative Prayer 
Facilitates Forgiveness

Often this forgiveness is expressed in 
reconciliation: 

“Like now there are several people who have wronged 
me in the past and I still talk to them, and I don’t feel 
anything” (Female, 21 year old).

From my research:
“When you are meditating … forgiveness is the first 
thing that can come into my mind. …  And when I see 
somebody wants to hurt me in another way,... And if I 
have done wrong to him, I ask him to forgive me. And 
if himself has done wrong to me, himself also has to 
ask for forgiveness to me” (Male, 24 yr old, recovering 
addict).  



Forgiveness Litany

Step 1. Choose a person whose thoughts in you 
brings about anger, frustration, or wanting 
revenge. 

Step 2. Sit quietly, in a contemplative way, with a 
willingness to forgive. Read your scriptures if you 
wish.

Step 3. WRITE…

a. When you said/did ….to me…
b. I felt …
c. I forgive you for this

Repeat step 3a, b, c… 
until you feel you have exhausted the anger!



Gratitude 
Intervention:

Gratitude Journal: 
• Jot down three 

things that you are 
grateful for daily 
during this 
“lockdown”;

Gratitude Letter: 
• To someone that 

you have never 
thanked them for, 
weekly. 





Gratitude and 
Wellbeing

• Trait gratitude measures 
are strongly correlated 
with various measures of 
subjective well-being.

• Gratitude exercises may 
actually enhance 
immediate mood state

• Longitudinal studies have 
found that gratitude 
predicts increased well-
being over time.

• Reduces Hospital visits.







Compassion & Wellbeing

People who are altruistic, sociable 

and display empathy are consistently 

happier than others. People suffering 

from depression are generally self-

absorbed, distrustful and focus 

defensively on their own needs 
(Seligman, 2002). 



Thank you
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